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AVA secures new FFT Aura Ai-2 contracts valued at A$862K
•
•
•

Aura Ai-2 to protect perimeter at high security US Government sites
North American Nuclear Power Plant to deploy Aura Ai-2
Significant interest in Aura Ai-2 for protection of critical national infrastructure

AVA Risk Group Limited (ASX: AVA) has secured two new contracts for FFT Aura Ai-2 valued at A$862K. Aura Ai-2
has been selected to protect the perimeters of two high security US Government sites, as well as a North American
Nuclear Power Plant.
These orders for Aura Ai-2 are to be used to protect important national critical infrastructure in North America,
follow on from the on 24 May 2019 announcement that the Indian Air Force has also selected this award-winning,
best in class technology to protect 23 airbases.
Often selected by high-security agencies for the protection of highly sensitive sites, borders and critical
infrastructure, Aura Ai-2 offers the longest linear range in the market, up to 80km for fence mounted and 110km
for buried applications. With real time, simultaneous detection on two channels, the system offers uninterrupted
coverage through cut resilience immunity and redundancy.
AVA Risk Group CEO Scott Basham said: "We continue to see significant interest in the unique Aura Ai-2 capabilities,
including precise location of intrusion attempts and the ability to continue to protect perimeters even if the sensing
cable is cut, for the protection of critical infrastructure globally. Pleasingly, this North American win follows previous
successful deployments of FFT Aura Ai-1 on a Nuclear Power plant in the middle east, and positions FFT for future
growth in this important market globally."
Providing industry leading accuracy and artificial intelligence algorithms, Aura Ai-2 is fast becoming the solution of
choice for the protection of highly sensitive, critical infrastructure around the globe.
About the Ava Group
The Ava Group, comprising world leading technology divisions Future Fibre Technologies (FFT) and BQT Solutions
(BQT) is a market leader in the provision of risk management services and technologies, trusted by some of the
most security conscious commercial, industrial, military and government clients in the world.
The Group features a range of complementary solutions including intrusion detection for perimeters, pipelines and
data networks, biometric and card access control as well as the secure international logistics and storage of high
value assets. Through decades of innovation, the Ava Group continues to build upon a comprehensive portfolio of
premium services and technologies for the most complex and demanding markets.
Our business truly serves a global market, with our knowledgeable team spread across six continents, providing
market and industry expertise directly to customers. With thousands of sites protected, the Ava Group is proven to
deliver first class services and technologies that surpass the expectations of our partners and end users.
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